Apathetic

"Main concern was getting feedback on how to
prevent this in the future" - Actual Results:

Totally on GoDaddy's Team
Lacking in Technical Expertise, or at least playing

Call from the Office of the President

extremely dumb.

Spoke to "Jordan"
No actual conclusion met. Essentially a feedback
loop.

Refunded for AnyCast DNS service, but refused to
compensate for any outage or brand damage we
experienced.

Apathetic responses from GoDaddy

Voicemail
from
GoDaddy
Calls from Manager stating 4 days after the fact
that this was due to "Vanity NS's" not usable with
ANY Domains outside my account, even ones
within GoDaddy/DPR/WWD

Recorded message to be put on CDN
Phone call from "Jeremy" stating exactly WHY this
went wrong. GoDaddy states that you are not
allowed to use vanity name servers

Lack of information on purchase, would have left
alone had known this information.

E-mails from Call Supervisors stating that they
would not rest until this was made right.

To this day, GoDaddy still has not corrected their
website to prevent other users from this pitfall.

Never followed up to me directly after Presidents
office called.

Told to discuss this matter with Verisign since all
domains affected were .com / .net, opened ticket
#00406445

Placed call to NeuStar (.biz)

Call to Registries
Placed call to Verisign (.com/.net)

Verisign verified that a Wild West Domains
employee modified the TLD causing the outage.
Exact time of modification given by Verisign was
10:56:36 GMT.

Opened ticket #6271

Clients e-mailing complaint letters.

Distrust of clients

Letters from Client of Clients seeing once sites
began re-resolving the message on our end
stating to contact the webmaster.

Clients stating no traffic, business hurt

Clients of Clients e-mailing stating their travel
plans had been ruined.

Premium DNS with AnyCast Network selected to
improve upon POP in RackSpace ORD1 and DFW

Inquired about "AnyCast DNS" when plan was
released and declined to move forward for fear of
the effects that happened.

This sounded great. It's much easier to tell a
client, even if they're technically minded, a
human friendly and readable address.

Told by sales associate that we could use "vanity
name servers" in lieu of hosting our own
recursive name servers.

Effects

TurkReno.biz hijacked to place to DNS records
outside of our control by GoDaddy D/B/A Wild
West Domains. Explained in further depth within
"Effects".

Cause/Reasoning

Shutdown of 39 Domains for 6 days

Isolated to our account - per phone call and
obvious reasons.

Several tickets opened without our ability to see
any of the entry before the ticket was submitted.
Basically the equivalent of a person summarizing
everything you said on a call into one sentence
and submitting it for you on the general contact
form of the main website.

GoDaddy Network Failure

Interestingly never shown any of the tickets until
after a technician responded to them, no way to
reply to them either once responded other than
rehashing the entire issue.

Save money for same DNS purpose without self
hosting part of the network. Expansion.

Used kloth.net and robtex.com as an external
source to verify local terminal commands.

Inability to correct problem without GoDaddy
intervention

Purchased full listing of affected domains from
domaintools.com to use as a reliable and neutral
3rd-party verifier to event.

39 total domains verified affected by the change.

Primary *nix command: dig turkreno.biz +trace
Investigative measure taken to identify scope
Local terminal commands verified events.

Brought GoDaddy on the phone and conferenced
in Verisign to have a verbal confirmation
recorded by Go Daddy Corporate that WWD/GDI
took our traffic offline.

Invoice to GoDaddy

GoDaddy Cites legal agreements (ToS) on site
and says they will not pay any invoice.

Request for Reparation
No Reparations can be made at this time based
on the notes found. Upon further review, subject
to change.

Removal/Termination of GoDaddy Security Scan
from the primary website.

Deleted TurkReno.biz to attempt to clear
GoDaddy NS Records

Anti-GoDaddy Marketing Campaign with Twitter:
#ShermanMarchesAgain Launched

Boycotting of GoDaddyBowl.com and all things
related to the form GMAC Bowl in Mobile, AL.
Aftershock
Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, StumbleUpon and
Digg following made aware of dissatisfaction.

Recourse against TurkReno Incorporated.

TurkReno.biz never returned or offered to be
returned. Deleting the domain did not make an
immediate difference nor any measurable
difference at all that would have happened on
other odds.

TurkReno.biz repurchased on a different ICANN
registrar after the domain totally expired out of
the Neustar registry as an available domain.

Discovered pleasedropthishost26787.turkreno.biz
and pleasedropthishost26788.turkreno.biz Totally unauthorized.

